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You are here, finally!
We wish you a warm

If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, but never quite
got around to it, we hope that the following will help. If you look at the maps
on this page, you will note that PV (as the locals call it) is on the west coast of
Mexico, smack in the middle of the Bay of Banderas - one of the largest bays in
this country - which includes southern part of the state of Nayarit to the north
and the northern part of Jalisco to the south. Thanks to its privileged location
-sheltered by the Sierra Madre mountains- the Bay is well protected against
the hurricanes spawned in the Pacific. Hurricane Kenna did come close on
October 25, 2002, but actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200
kms north of PV. The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian Islands,
thus the similarities in the climate of the two destinations.
AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION: 325,000 inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with an average
of 300 sunny days per year. The temperature
averages 28°C (82°F) and the rainy season
extends from late June to early October.
FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo hosts a great
variety of animal species such as iguana,
guacamaya, deer, raccoon, etc.
SANCTUARIES: Bahía de Banderas encloses
two Marine National Parks - Los Arcos and the
Marieta Islands - where diving is allowed under
certain circumstances but fishing of any kind is
prohibited. Every year, the Bay receives the visit
of the humpback whales, dolphins and manta
rays in the winter. During the summer, sea turtles,
a protected species, arrive to its shores to lay
their eggs.
ECONOMY: Local economy is based mainly
on tourism, construction and to a lesser degree,
on agriculture, mainly tropical fruit such as
mango, papaya, watermelon, pineapple,
guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.
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CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is the legal
currency in Mexico although Canadian and
American dollars are widely accepted.
BUSES: A system of urban buses with
different routes. Current fare is $8.00 Pesos
per ticket and passengers must purchase
a new ticket every time they board another
bus. There are no “transfers”.
TAXIS: There are set rates within defined
zones of the town. Do not enter a taxi
without agreeing on the price with the driver
FIRST. If you are staying in a hotel, you may
want to check the rates usually posted in the
lobby. Also, if you know which restaurant you
want to go, do not let the driver change your
mind. Many restaurateurs pay commissions
to taxi drivers and you may end up paying
more than you should, in a second-rate
establishment! There are 2 kinds of taxi
cabs: those at the airport and the maritime
port that can only be boarded there. They
have pre-fixed rates per passenger. City
cabs are yellow or white, and charge by the
ride, not by passenger. When you ask to go
downtown, remember that your fare covers
the ENTIRE central area, so make sure you
are brought to the main plaza! Pick up a free
map, and insist on your full value from the
driver! Note the number of your taxi in case
of any problem, or if you forget something
in the cab. Then your hotel or travel rep can
help you check it out or lodge a complaint.
Uber has also been available in PV for the
past year or so. Download their app in your
smartphone.
TIME ZONE: The entire State of Jalisco is
on Central Time, as is the area of the State of
Nayarit from Lo de Marcos in the north to the
Ameca River, i.e.: Nuevo Vallarta, Bucerías, La
Cruz de Huanacaxtle, Sayulita, San Pancho,
Punta Mita, etc. North of Lo De Marcos,
Guayabitos, La Peñita, San Blas, etc. are on

Mountain Time, i.e.: one hour behind PV time.
TELEPHONE CALLS: Always check on the
cost of long distance calls from your hotel
room. Some establishments charge as much
as U.S. $7.00 per minute!
CELL PHONES: Most cellular phones from
the U.S. and Canada may be programmed for
local use, through Telcel and IUSAcell, the local
carriers. To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322,
then the seven digit number of the person you’re
calling. Omit the prefix if dialling a land line.
LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping is usually 10%-15%
of the bill at restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys,
taxis, waiters, maids, etc. depending on the
service. Some businesses and offices close from
2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening until 7 p.m. or later.
In restaurants, it is considered poor manners
to present the check before it is requested, so
when you’re ready to leave, ask «La cuenta, por
favor» and your bill will be delivered to you.
MONEY EXCHANGE: Banks will give you a
higher rate of exchange than the exchange
booths (caja de cambio), though not all offer
exchange services to foreigners. Better yet,
if you have a “bank card”, withdraw funds
from your account back home. Try to avoid
exchanging money at your hotel. Traditionally,
those offer the worst rates.
WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-inclusive hotel
is everything you ever dreamed of, you should
experience at least a little of all that Vallarta
has to offer - it is truly a condensed version of
all that is Mexican and existed before «Planned
Tourist Resorts», such as Cancun, Los Cabos
and Ixtapa, were developed. Millions have
been spent to ensure that the original “small
town” flavor is maintained downtown, in the
Old Town and on the South Side.
DRINKING WATER: The false belief that a
Mexican vacation must inevitably lead to an
encounter with Moctezuma’s revenge is just
that: false. For the 26th year in a row, Puerto
Vallarta’s water has been awarded a certification
of purity for human consumption. It is one of
only two cities in Mexico that can boast of such
accomplishment. True, the quality of the water
tested at the purification plant varies greatly
from what comes out of the tap at the other end.
So do be careful. On the other hand, most large
hotels have their own purification equipment
and most restaurants use purified water. If you
want to be doubly sure, you can pick up purified
bottled water just about anywhere.
EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and American
tourists often fall in love with one of the many
stray dogs and cats in Vallarta. Many would like to
bring it back with them, but believe that the laws
do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If you would
like to bring a cat or a dog back home, call the
local animal shelter for more info: 293-3690.
LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good beginning
would be to take one of the City Tours offered by
the local tour agencies. Before boarding, make
sure you have a map and take note of the places
you want to return to. Then venture off the beaten
path. Explore a little. Go farther than the tour bus
takes you. And don’t worry - this is a safe place.
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People just love numbers that end in zeroes, don’t they? Like
the year 2000 (a.k.a. Y2K, remember?), centennials, bicentennials,
even the 10th anniversary of something or other…
Well, this is the 500th issue of the P.V. Mirror City Paper! Yes,
and proud of it we are.
Little did we know when we started nearly ten years ago that
we would have to face the consequences of the H1N1 flu-thatnever-was here, or the economic downturn that followed the next
year. That is when we decided to suspend the printed version of
the paper during the summertime, a.k.a. the “low season”, the rainy
season, or whatever else you’ve heard it called. (Nowadays, we’re
supposed to call it the Summer Season.) Through it all, you, our
readers, our contributors and our advertisers have hung in there
with us. And for that we thank you all, sincerely!
And while we always welcome productive feedback, I would
like to republish the following email which we received a few
years ago and that points out the need to re-establish clarity about
certain points every once in a while.
In summary, the gentleman wrote: “I wish to say that I do look
forward to your issue every week. Perhaps a few suggestions will
make the paper even better. You should include more articles
about PV itself, for example... more pics... and info about new
construction... Olas Altas ... new establishments... the beach...
events... and please provide more pictures of these topics. I go
down every year and it is nice to see pictures and write-ups about
familiar places there. Also drop the movie revue, not necessary for
a small paper. Thank you…”
Obviously, this reader had put time and thought into what would
comprise his ideal paper in PV, but there are many factors that must
be taken into consideration, including those we cannot change and
of course, our readers’ preferences.

Firstly, according to our statistics, the readership of our movie
critic’s page, is extremely high. And now that he’s been expressing
his “opinions”, it generates even more email response than most
of our other regular contributors’ columns.
The articles we publish about “PV itself” come from the local
papers and Internet posts. We do not publish them if they relate
solely to politics, unless they affect the foreign community in
some way or another. As it often happens in election years, we’ve
had very little non-political content to share with you lately.
The Mirror is not blessed with its own photographer-in-residence,
so it depends on its readers and contributors for photos. Also,
when we go to print, every square inch on a page costs money, so
if we must choose between interesting text and photos, we must
go with the former. And for that same reason, we cannot offer
free advertising to new establishments though we do from time to
time, and will always do so for charitable organizations.
When we received that email, we advised its author, and now
repeat the suggestion: Log on to our Facebook page (P.V. Mirror)
where posts, photos and comments come in fast and furious all day
long, every day, including during the Summer Season. With some
7,500 Facebook “friends”, the site has become a very popular
bulletin board of sorts. There’s a little of everything there, from
personal matters to international politics …and Puerto Vallarta
news, of course!
Over the years, the Mirror has become Vallarta’s favorite
English-language weekly, but the demand for it is still greater than
what we can supply… thanks to you all. The coming “Winter
Season” augurs to be even better.
Looking forward to a few more hundred issues, all of us at the
PV Mirror City Paper thank you once again for your readership.
We wish you all the very best and a most wonderful Father’s Day
to all the daddies and papacitos out there.
Allyna Vineberg
Editor / Publisher
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NEWS RELEASE
Christ Church by the Sea

The Right Reverend Ricardo
Joel Gomez Osnaya, Bishop of the
Western Diocese, Anglican Church
of Mexico, will be visiting the
Anglican Parish of Christ Church
by the Sea in Puerto Vallarta on
June 17, 2018.
Bishop Gomez will officially
dedicate and consecrate the new
church sanctuary located in the
Center Courtyard Palapa at Plaza

Genovesa, Ave. Francisco Medina
Ascensio 1215. The Parish moved
to this location in 2017 from their
previous facility by the airport.
Christ Church by the Sea was
established in 1991 by local
Christians to provide English
services and was accepted and
registered as a Mission of the
Anglican Church of Mexico by
Bishop Melchor Saucedo. Ten
years ago the Mission of Christ
Church by the Sea was granted
Parish status at the Diocesan Synod
by Bishop Lino Rodriquez.
Bishop Gomez is a native of
Guadalajara, Jalisco and a thirdgeneration Anglican in a family
of eleven brothers. His father
and older brother were priests; his

paternal grandfather gave his life
defending his beliefs in Mexico’s
tragic Cristero War. He has served
his church since childhood and
followed that dedication through
studies at seminary to become an
ordained priest of the Anglican
Church of Mexico on December
3, 2005. After serving the diocese
in many capacities, in 2012 he was
appointed Dean of the Cathedral
of San Pablo Apostol in the city of
Zapopan, Jalisco. Bishop Gomez
was elevated to the position of
Bishop of the Western Diocese on
April 13, 2018 with his consecration
by the Most Rev. Francisco Manuel
Moreno, Presiding Bishop of
The Anglican Church of Mexico.
Bishop Gomez and his wife, Erica

Martinez Andrade, have three
children, Andrea, Sara Victoria and
Isaac Joel.
The Anglican Church is the oldest
non-Roman Catholic Church in the
country.
In 1995, after many years of
affiliation with the Episcopal
Church and the province of the
United States, it became known as
the Anglican Church of Mexico and
was recognized as an autonomous
province of the Worldwide
Anglican Communion.
Father Michael Schirmacher
and the congregation of Christ
Church by the Sea are pleased to
announce that Bishop Gomez will
administer the Holy Sacrament
of Confirmation and receive
those already confirmed in other
denominations into the Anglican
Church.
All are invited to join us on this
joyous occasion.
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Democrats Abroad Costa Banderas June 2018 Events
The Costa Banderas Chapter of
Democrats Abroad Mexico invites you
to join us for our June Social in the
air conditioned comfort of the upstairs
area of Nacho Daddy on Wednesday,
June 20th from 5 until 7 p.m.
Nacho Daddy is located at
287 Basilio Badillo, just west of
Constitución in the heart of the
Romantic Zone. Everyone is invited
to come out to enjoy an evening of fun
and friendship that includes a no host
bar offering Happy Hour prices, and
Nacho Daddy’s fantastic ‘Mex Tex’
and comfort food.
Everybody is invited to grab a friend
and come out to enjoy a drink, a meal,
share great camaraderie and continue
our fight! Anna María Davis is the
guest speaker and the topic is “Get Out
the Vote for Mexican-American U.S.
Citizens.” You’ll be able to register to
vote from Mexico at this event.
Democrats Abroad-Costa Banderas
will be holding additional voter
registration opportunities where we
help you to complete the Federal Post
Card Application (FPCA), which
registers you to vote in your state and
federal elections.
From
now
through
U.S.
Independence Day, July 4, Democrats
Abroad Mexico - Costa Banderas
Chapter members will be available
to help you register to vote at the
following registrations sites:
Every Tuesday at Casa Tranquila
in Bucerías from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. - June 5, 12, 19, 16, and July 3.
Casa Tranquila is located at 7 Calle
Morelos in Bucerías, Nayarit.
Every Wednesday at Biblioteca Los
Mangos Public Library from 10:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. - June 6, 13, 20, and 27.
Biblioteca Los Mangos is located at 1001
Francisco Villa, just south of Costco.
Every Thursday at Daiquiri Dick’s
from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. - June

7, 14, 21, and 28. Daiquiri Dick’s
is located at 314 Olas Altas on Los
Muertos Beach.
On Wednesday, June 20th at Nacho
Daddy (upstairs) from 5 to 7 p.m.
On Thursday, June 28th at I Shop &
Mail, in Peninsula Plaza, from 10:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. I Shop & Mail
is located at 2485 Blvd Francisco
Medina Ascencio in Puerto Vallarta’s
North Hotel Zone.
On Independence Day, July 4th, you
can register during our Fourth of July
Party at Daiquiri Dick’s from 6 to 9 p.m.
If you can’t make it to one of the
registration sites there are two easy to
use websites: VoteFromAbroad.org
or fvap.gov
With country committees and local
chapters in over 80 countries around
the world, Democrats Abroad is the
official Democratic Party organization
for the millions of Americans living
outside the United States. For more
information about the Costa Banderas
Chapter of Democrats Abroad,
click HERE, or send an email to
cb.democratsabroad@gmail.com
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Nopal juice forms basis for new biodegradable plastic
A researcher from Guadalajara, Jalisco, has created
a biodegradable, natural plastic that could be used
to make eco-friendly shopping bags. Its source? The
juice of the nopal cactus.
Sandra Pascoe of the University of the Valley of
Atemajac (Univa) told the news agency EFE that
she has used both the most common variety of edible
nopal — the opuntia ficus-indica — and the opuntia
megacantha, which is known for its fruit called tuna,
to make her innovative product.
“The plastic is basically made out of the sugars of
nopal juice, the monosaccharides and polysaccharides
it contains,” she said.
Pascoe explained that the sugars, pectin and organic
acids in the juice give it a very viscous consistency,
adding “that viscosity is what we’re taking advantage
of so that a solid material can be produced.”
Glycerol, natural waxes, proteins and colorants
are mixed with the juice after it has been decanted to
remove its fiber, creating a formula that is then dried
on a hot plate to produce thin sheets of plastic.
The process was registered with the Mexican Institute
of Industrial Property (IMPI) in 2014 and the National
Council of Science and Technology (Conacyt) has
contributed funding to advance the project.

The researcher said that she is now collaborating
with the University of Guadalajara Center for
Biological and Agricultural Sciences to determine
how quickly and under what conditions the plastic
will decompose. “We’ve done very simple degradation
tests in the laboratory; for example, we’ve put it in water
and we’ve seen that it does break down [but] we still have
to do a chemical test to see if it really did completely
disintegrate. We’ve also done tests in moist compost-like
soil and the material also breaks down,” Pascoe said.
She explained that in addition to shopping bags, the
nopal juice plastic could be used to make products such
as cosmetic containers, imitation jewelry and toys.
Tests are currently being conducted to establish
how much weight the plastic can bear which will help
determine what other products it could be used for.
Pascoe said the next step on the path towards
commercialization will be to make or buy a machine
that can make prototypes of the plastic bags in order
to market them to businesses.
The scientist is also in the process of applying for
a patent for her product from IMPI, which she said
would allow interested companies to use the process
she developed under a licensing agreement.
(Source: mexiconewsdaily.com, Vanguardia)

High temperatures will continue in Mexico until August
or September due to the weather phenomenon known as La
Niña, according to the National Polytechnic Institute (IPN)
meteorologist. Antonio Vázquez Cárdenas explained that
continuing hot weather is being caused by a greater than normal
impact of La Niña, an ocean-atmosphere phenomenon that cools
sea temperatures but can also cause drier and hotter conditions
in some regions of the world, including Mexico.
Vázquez said in a statement that the most affected states
would be in central and northeastern areas of the country and
that temperatures of up to 45 C could be expected in Sonora,
Chihuahua, Durango and Zacatecas.
The meteorologist also forecast lower rainfall in the coming
months compared to last year. Less rain will mean lower water
levels in the nation’s reservoirs until August, Vázquez said.
To combat the forecast heat, the meteorologist said, it was
important to stay hydrated because high temperatures can cause
the human body to lose 30% more water than usual. He also
recommended avoiding direct exposure to the sun between
11:00am and 5:00pm and using sunscreen.
Much of Mexico experienced extreme temperatures last week
that reached as high as 47 C in two locations.
The heat wave triggered emergency declarations in 22 states,
caused at least three deaths and even caused traffic lights to melt
in two northern states. (Sources: mexiconewsdaily.com,Milenio)
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Dancer is first Mexican
to win the Oscar of ballet
A Mexican dancer has won
a prestigious international
prize considered the Oscar of
ballet.
Isaac
Hernández,
the
principal dancer for the
English National Ballet, was
awarded the Benois de la
Danse prize at a ceremony
held yesterday in the Bolshoi
Theater in Moscow, Russia.
The 27-year-old Jalisco
native was nominated for the
best danseur award for his
performances in Don Quijote
with the Rome Opera Ballet,
in which he worked under the
artistic direction of legendary
Russian ballet dancer Mikhail
Baryshnikov, and La Sylphide, with the English National Ballet.
Hernández is the first Mexican to win the coveted prize.
After the ceremony, the dancer posted a photo of himself holding
the award outside the historic theater on his Twitter account with
the caption, “Everything is possible!”
President Enrique Peña Nieto congratulated Hernández for his
achievement via his own Twitter account.
The recognition further enhances the reputation of the young
dancer who last November won the award for best male dancer at
the United Kingdom’s National Dance Awards.
According to Hernández’s press office in Mexico, the dancer said
that it was an honor and a source of great pride to represent Mexico
on the world stage.
“… Being the first Mexican in history to win this important prize
is proof that everything can be achieved if we persevere with our
dreams. I dedicate this achievement to the entire Mexican public
who is always with me, to all those people who have been part of
my life and my journey and to all those who have supported me,
believed in me and motivated me to be better as a person and as a
professional,” he said.
The Benois de la Danse prize was founded in 1991 and is named
after the Russian artist and ballet stage designer Alexandre Benois.
The award seeks to recognize “the tireless work, professionalism,
discipline, virtuosity and passion” of the best dancers in the world,
according to the Benois prize website.
Prizes are also awarded for best ballerina, lifetime achievement,
choreography, composition and design. London-based Hernández
will return to Mexico in August to present his ballet gala Despertares
at the National Auditorium in Mexico City.
(Sources: mexiconewsdaily.com, Milenio, El Universal)
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Anna Reisman

Last Sunday, one of Hurricane Bud’s tails hit
Guadalajara -the capital of the state of Jalisco- with
a flash flood that caught its local train line and its
passengers by surprise, flooding the train’s tracks to
a height of many feet. As expected, a video of the event
was immediately posted on Facebook.
The strange thing is that it missed Vallarta completely,
not even a drop of rain. On Monday, everyone was
warned that we would be hit with strong winds and
heavy rains. Didn’t happen.
By Tuesday, we had gotten a few drops of rain and then
we read that Bud had been downgraded to a category 1,
moving far away from us.
Aside from the much needed and most welcomed
watering our mountains have longed for all winter, the
other good thing about the rains is that I no longer have
to wash my solar panels all the time. The cement dust
from all the constructions around our place accumulated
on them, rendering them quasi useless …until I realized
why my electricity bill was so high. Once our helper
started cleaning them, with soapy water, soft brush and a
ladder, the CFE bills came back down, to nearly normal.
I’ve been seeing an increasing number of those new
sparkling white buses around town, and some Facebook
friends have posted comments to the effect that most of
them have turned their air conditioning units on. That’s
a good thing, considering the humidex index in our town,
which hovers around 43oC (109oF) as I write.
A friend of mine expressed her one and only complaint
about those nice, clean, environmentally-friendly,

exhaust-free public transport vehicles that use
natural gas instead of gasoline, coming to us
from the State of Jalisco: “They’re all the same
color so I don’t know which is the one I need to
take, and by the time it’s close enough for me
to read the ticker tape showing the destinations,
it’s already gone past me…” Sort of like those
shrimp and/or strawberry vendors that come
around with the loud megaphones on top of their
little vehicles, promoting their stuff and by the
time you go outside, money in hand with which
to buy some …they’ve gone.
Have I ever shared my distaste for Facebook
with you? If you’re a FB friend of mine, or of the Mirror’s,
you already know what happened this week. If you’re
not, let me tell you. A couple of years ago, the FB gods
decided that I was the one who would manage the Mirror’s
page. Fine. So anything posted on the editor’s page had
to be “shared” on my page, from where I would post it on
the Mirror’s. Well, someone hacked Allyna’s page and
she lost access to her real one. We informed everyone
of the event, but even so, what about her hundreds of
friends and relatives? She can’t respond to them… and
the Facebook gods sent us around in circles when we tried
to correct the situation. Hopefully, enough people will
report it and we’ll get back the access to that account. I
don’t know if distaste is a strong enough word to describe
my anger / frustration when I go to my home page only to
find recent posts mixed in, haphazardly, with others that
are weeks old… WTH?
Father’s Day is coming up… Golden agers like me
remember when fathers used to play with their children
instead of with their smartphones… “Those were the
days, my friend, we thought they’d never end…”
If you’re a dad, reading this, try to be the great hero
your child(ren) want you to be, and have a wonderful
Father’s Day!
Happy quincentenary, PV Mirror City Paper! Here’s to
the next 500! Hasta la próxima vez. sheis@ymail.com
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Joe Harrington

Hotel Artemis & Inside FOX News
MOVIES: Jodie Foster stars in
this film. A few years ago she was
in Spike Lee’s Inside Man dressed
to the “nines” and looking fabulous.
This time around she has let make-up
create a tired, world-weary woman
with a face that betrays a life unusual.
If you watched John Wick, starring
Keanu Reeves, you know the plot
presented a hotel for criminals, a safe
house where the rules prevented any
violence. In Hotel Artemis the plot
is similar except the hotel is a safe
hospital for wounded criminals.
The hotel in John Wick is lavish.
Jodie Foster’s hotel is a dump.
I particularly liked the dialogue.
The movie takes place ten years in
the future but the words fly about as if
delivered by Mickey Spillane’s Mike
Hammer or Raymond Chandler’s
Phillip Marlowe.
I enjoyed this flick, it takes chances,
it breaks norms, and it works as raw
hard fast moving entertainment from
beginning to end.
I was surprised that this effort only
received a 57% approval rating from
top critics. I thought it much better
than that.
☻
Correction: Reader T.J.
Hartung correctly pointed out my
error in last week when I referred to
Candice Bergen as Candice Bergman.
He mentioned, kindly, that I must have
been thinking of Ingrid Bergman.
Nope, just a stupid error on my part by
not proofreading my own words. To
err is human, to forgive divine.
& MADNESS: Lt. Colonel Ralph
Peters hit the news this past week.
First a short bio. He enlisted in the
United States Army as a private and
later enrolled in the Officer Candidate
School, becoming an officer.

He spent most of his time
in Germany as a Foreign
Area Officer specializing in
the Soviet Union.
He retired in 1998. He’s
published 23 novels, most
involving the Civil War,
and nine non-fiction books
involving the military.
For years, he was an
expert commentator for FOX
News. He was very critical
of President Barak Obama
claiming Obama made a
“preemptive retreat” from the Middle
East causing the “Blood bath” in Egypt,
Libya, Iraq and Syria. Peters also
claimed, regarding our relationships
with Cuba, Iran and Russia, that
Obama had been “date raped.”
Ralph Peters is a lifetime
conservative and Republican.
In March of this year, Peters quit
FOX News stating, “Four decades
ago, I took an oath as a newly
commissioned officer. I swore to
support and defend the Constitution,
and that oath did not expire when I
took off my uniform. Today, I feel
that Fox News is assaulting our
constitutional order and the rule of
law, while fostering corrosive and
unjustified paranoia among viewers.
Over my decade with Fox, I was
proud of the association. Now I am
ashamed.”
Last week Peters was interviewed
by Anderson Cooper. The retired
military man stated: “For years, I
was glad to be associated with Fox.
It was a legitimate conservative and
libertarian outlet. And a necessary
one. But with the rise of Donald
Trump, Fox did become a destructive
propaganda machine. And I don’t do
propaganda for anyone.”

He explained regarding FOX: “The
prime time hosts are attacking our
constitutional order, the rule of law,
the Justice Department, the FBI,
Robert Mueller, and intelligence
agencies. And they are doing it for
ratings and profit. And they’re doing
it knowingly, and, in my view, doing a
great, grave disservice to our country.

“I want to cry out and say, ‘How
can you do this? How can you lie to
our country? How can you knowingly
attack our Constitution, the bedrock of
our system of government, the bedrock
of our country?’ And when you go
after the Constitution, you best beware,
because you are doing a phenomenal,
indeed immeasurable damage.
“When I first learned of the Steele
dossier, it just rang true to me because

that’s how the Russians do things.
And before he became a candidate
for president, Donald Trump was
the perfect target for Russian
intelligence. Here is someone who
has no self-control, a sense of sexual
entitlement and intermittent financial
crises. That’s made to order for
seduction by Russian intelligence.
I hope I am wrong. I hope
Putin doesn’t have a grip on
him.”
Peters also wrote of his
association with Fox that
it,
“Degenerated
from
providing a legitimate and
much-needed outlet for
conservative voices to a mere
propaganda machine for a
destructive and ethically
ruinous administration. Fox
is wittingly harming our
system of government for
profit and assaulting our
constitutional order and the rule of
law, while fostering corrosive and
unjustified paranoia among viewers.”
To those of you who exclusively
watch FOX News, these comments
from a former insider in that
organization might open your minds
to the conclusion that maybe you
should watch other news outlets
occasionally to get a balance of
what’s going on.

Joe Harrington
Is an internationally published author and documentary film director. He can be reached
with suggestions or criticisms at JoeMovieMadness@Yahoo.com. Artwork by Bob Crabb.
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Are you looking for some great summer entertainment?

Act II is THE place to go!
Act II is very happy to present two of its most popular high season shows this week… just for your enjoyment!
Here’s what’s going on at Act II this week!

(FINAL SHOW!) “Dreaming of You,”
A Musical Tribute to crossover artist, Selena!
Friday Night - 8 p.m. (Red Room)
➤ YUDI VILLAMONTE
is presenting her
FINAL SHOW,
“Dreaming of You,”
FRIDAY, June 15, at 8 p.m.!
➤ US TWO
The fabulous musical duo,
will continue their show
in the Red Room
every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.
➤ BOB’S KARAOKE
IS BACK
every Wednesday at 8 p.m.
in the Encore Bar!
Come and enjoy a drink in the
luxurious Encore Bar, and then
delight in some of the best music
you have ever heard… right here
at Act II Stages in Puerto Vallarta!

Act II is #6 on Trip Advisor’s
“Things to Do
in Puerto Vallarta!”

Act II Entertainment Stages is proud to present
an all-new tribute to the music of Selena, starring
Latina celebrity singer Yudi Villamonte, mother
of Act II’s breakout star Diana Villamonte.
(Songs will be performed in both English
and Spanish.) Directed by Act II co-Artistic
Director, Alfonso Lopez, the final summertime
presentation of “Dreaming of You” is today,
Friday, June 15.
Selena Quintanilla-Pérez smashed musical
boundaries and chart-topping records with her
explosion into the musical scene in the early 90’s.
Her beautiful voice and natural stage charisma
earned the Texas-born, Mexican-American
beauty, the nickname “Queen of Tejano Music,”
bringing national attention to a previously obscure
musical genre. Sadly, Selena’s sudden tragic
death left the world wondering what ‘might’ have
been, with this powerhouse of a musical force,
and left a void few could fill... until now.
Yudi Villamonte was brought to fame in her
home country of Panama, where she is known as
the matriarch and the first lady of the Villamonte
musical dynasty. Well known in the paparazzi
circuit, all the Villamonte women have been
known to be chased down the street coming out
of clubs and venues. The Panamanian paparazzi
regularly go crazy trying to get a picture of the
“First Musical Family” of Panama.

Yudi is thrilled to have this opportunity to
produce this tribute to one of her greatest musical
inspirations, and this show is a true testament to
her star power! .
Here’s what people are saying
about “Dreaming of You”
“This is a FANTASTIC show with wonderful
Latina singing. What a thrill to see and hear Yudi
Villamonte and her two daughters performing
together at Act II Stages in the Red Room.” Michael John Erp
“Such a pro!” - Gary Beck
“Beautiful… She needs her own show during
high season.” - Lupe Patterson
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What people are saying about “Us Two”

Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. (Red Room)
“The best new musical
act of the season!”
This amazing musical duo,
starring Daniel Celis and
Noemi Plascencia (and their
LIVE BAND) won “The Best
Musical Group of the Season”
this year. They are famous for
“taking classics and bringing
them to life” and have quickly
become the #1 band in Puerto
Vallarta! Us Two will now be the
new Resident Artists at ACT II
next season! (Shows sell out - get
your tickets now!)

WEDNESDAY NIGHT8 p.m. (Encore Room)

All are 5 Star reviews on TripAdvisor
“Just returned home from
spending two hours watching
Daniel, Naomi and their excellent
band.
They are all superb
professional
musicians.
The
quality of their music and their
entertainment and rapport with
the audience were excellent. Six
excellent
musicians
playing
for two hours at a cost of $350
pesos has got to be the best
value for money. Many thanks
to of them!” - John W, Puerto
Vallarta, Mexico
“UsTwo” Daniel and Noemi
- WOW! If you want to get
energized, laugh, cry, and feel
music go deep into your nostalgic
memories, then go see “UsTwo”
Daniel and Noemi.
Daniel and Noemi have an
incredible blend of harmony and
add the other fantastic musicians
in this group and the result is
awesome. This is one experience
that you won’t forget. This will
be the frosting on the cake for
your beautiful Puerto Vallarta
vacation.” - Harvm

Join us for a fun, informal
night of karaoke and happy hour
drinks.
Happy Hour Drink
Specials are offered from 6 to 8 p.m.,
and Free Karaoke begins at 8 p.m.!
Act II’s beautiful Encore Lounge
is a fully-stocked, air-conditioned
bar, and features the BEST
KARAOKE in town! It’s the
place where all of your favorite
singers/actors from your favorite
shows come to sing with the locals.
It doesn’t matter if you are alone…
or afraid to get up on the stage…
or you’re not a good singer…. you
can just come and listen to other
people sing, and make new friends!
Bob’s Karaoke is THE PLACE to
meet and greet new people! Come
and join your hosts, Alfonso Lopez,
Maria Rose and Marsha Ross, for a
fun-filled evening!

Because there’s nothing
like a party to wrap up a
busy week, we are having a
birthday celebration for Diana
[https://www.facebook.com/
events/356049984918654/]
on Saturday, June 16 at the
beautiful Casa Karma resort.
All are welcome to come by and
help us toast Diana’s birthday
AND her two wildly successful
shows of the season.
Summer is the time of year that
Act II slows down to catch our
breath just a little bit. All of our
shows for next season have been
cast, and we are in “full rehearsal
mode” to allow us plenty of time
to prepare for next season! If you
have friends that are visiting this
summer, be sure to bring them
to Act II, and show them the best
talent available in the Bay area!

The Act II Entertainment Stages
complex is located upstairs at 330
Insurgentes 330 (corner of Basilio
Badillo), in the Romantic Zone on the
south side of town. Phone: 222-1512.
Tickets can be purchased at
www.act2pv.com or at our box office
which opens daily at 10 a.m. There is
a second box office across the street
from Garbo’s on Pulpito Street
in the Romantic Zone.
www.actiientertainment.com
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Krystal Frost

Lithium
It so happens that during a dinner party
of women friends last week the subject
of lithium came up. Dr. Lesley Korn,
https://drlesliekorn.teachable.com/
local food guru, long time PV resident,
and author of a number of food /health
related publications, newest being The
Good Mood Kitchen, was present and
got me thinking about Lithium Orotate.
According to Dr. Lesley, it is nothing
short of a miracle mineral, and the
mineral water the fountain of youth.
You might remember lithium as an old
world remedy that “a half bubble off
distant elder used to find the other (half
of the bubble)”. So it seems.
Cosmologists believe that lithium was
one of the 3 elements synthesized in the
Big Bang. It’s been around for a long time.
Lithium orotate is a substance that
consists of lithium (an alkali metal)
compounded with orotic acid (a
compound produced naturally in the
body) which allows the lithium to be
absorbed and utilized in the human
body. Although orotic acid is sometimes
referred to as vitamin B13, it’s not
actually considered a vitamin. In the
human body, orotic acid is produced from
microorganisms found in the intestines.
Uh huh, now here’s some info.
- Inhibits apoptosis – lithium
inhibits GSK-3 which has been linked
to apoptotic cell death
- NMDA-receptors – lithium
reduces glutamate induced toxicity
mediated by NMDA-receptors which help
in mood disorders, Alzheimer’s, and other
autoimmune and inflammatory diseases
- Neuroprotection – blocks the development
of beta-amyloid tangles and plaque
- Neurogenesis – lithium promotes
the BDNF needed for synapticplasticity in
learning and memory. Lithium also
boosts nerve growth factor and glialderived neurotrophic factor affecting
learning, memory, mood and overall
brain health.

- Neuronal stem cells – lithium
stimulates the stem cells needed to
produce new neurons (neurogenesis)
- Stabilizes mood – lithium is known
for providing a calming effect in healthy
people as well as those dealing with
depression, bipolar disorder, and mania
- Suicide prevention – adequate
levels of lithium has been shown to
reduce suicide risk in multiple studies
worldwide, especially in men.
- Depression – lithium helps with
treatment-resistant depression. In fact,
lithium has been shown to improve the
effectiveness of antidepressant medications.
- N-acetyl aspartate (NAA) –
lithium increases NAA which has been
associated with higher IQ scores (i.e.
lithium will make you smarter)
The benefits of supplementing with
lithium go far beyond just optimizing
cognitive health. Lithium also helps
decrease insulin resistance, helps in
treatment of alcoholism and other
addictions, supports bone health, balances
your circadian rhythm and more.
In alternative medicine, lithium
orotate is purported to treat and prevent
the following conditions:
- alcoholism
- Alzheimer’s disease
- anxiety
- attention deficit-hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD)
- bipolar disorder
- cluster headaches
- depression
- glaucoma
- insomnia
- migraine
- Parkinson’s disease
- post-traumatic stress disorder
In addition, lithium orotate is used to
reduce stress, relieve pain, and improve
memory (did I already mention that??)
Check this out... by David Toman, (https://
nootropicsexpert.com/lithium-orotate/)
If I’m going around the bend because
something upset me, I take 5 mg
of Lithium Orotate. Within 15 minutes my
mood stabilizes and I feel normal again.

Consistent use puts me in a happy mood.
Many others report you’ll feel the
results taking a low dose of lithium
quickly. But for some, the full effect can
take anywhere from 1 to 3 weeks. Microdosing 5 – 10 mg of lithium daily results
in consistent results within a month or
two for some. I’ve experienced great
results within a couple of days. So if you
lash out at people in anger, and don’t
fully understand why you get so angry –
it could be your lithium levels are low.
Many neurohackers with depression
and anger issues notice results quickly.
Within the first couple of days you
should feel more calm, relaxed,
and experience less stress.
Keep in mind that lithium at any dose is
not for everyone. But if you get adequate
lithium from your diet and water, and
still experience some of the mood
swings talked about in this review, you
could be dealing with other issues. You
should know within a couple of hours of
supplementing with low-dose lithium if
this supplement is for you.
For some, Lithium Orotate means
feeling excited about life for the first
time in a long time. Anxiety and social
anxiety are no longer a problem. Life is
more fun and enjoyable.
Some say Lithium Orotate works
better than any prescription that they’ve
ever tried to treat severe depression. It
provides a nice, smooth mood balance
without all the toxicity associated with
mega-doses of lithium carbonate.
If you’re dealing with PTSD or
mild insomnia, you may want to try
Lithium Orotate. Focus could improve,
racing thoughts diminish and motivation
levels could increase. You’ll have more
coping ability.
Having read that…
Lithium Orotate recommended dose
is 5 mg two or three times per day.
Many neurohackers use Lithium
Orotate only as needed. For example,
when feeling anxious or in the middle
of a mood swing.
For someone with bipolar disorder
or manic disorders, increasing to two 5
mg tablets up to 3 times per day may be
more effective.
Naturopathic
doctors
suggest
stacking
1,000
mg
of Omega-3 and 400 UI of Vitamin
E (as mixed tocopherols) each day
you’re using Lithium Orotate.

Side Effects
Do
not
confuse
Lithium
Orotate with lithium carbonate. The
carbonate version of lithium is only
available by prescription and comes
with a host of side effects.
Lithium Orotate at low doses is nontoxic and lab tests are not required to
monitor your lithium levels because it
does not show up in blood samples.
Lithium Orotate should not be used
if you are dealing with significant
renal or cardiovascular disease, severe
dehydration or sodium depletion,
or if you’re taking diuretics or ACE
inhibitors. Do not use Lithium Orotate
if you are pregnant or breast-feeding.
WHERE do we get it?
Lithium is a highly reactive, light
metal naturally found in very low levels
throughout the body. It is available as
a dietary supplement and is commonly
found in drinking water, natural
mineral water and in many foods,
including grains, vegetables, mustard,
kelp, pistachios, dairy, fish, and meat.
And our local Walmarts carry Lithium
orotate compound in about 5 different
brands. Who woulda knowd?
Lithium may interact with a variety
of medications such as ACE inhibitors,
anticonvulsants, antidepressants, calcium
channel blockers, dextromethorphan,
loop diuretics, meperidine, methyldopa,
and monoamine oxidase inhibitors (this is
where professionals like Dr. Lesley come
in. You can contact through her website.)
There are also standard notes
throughout the research papers that
suggest there is NO REAL PROOF or
understanding, but it seems to work and
has been around for a long time. You
know, kind of like honey, nopal, salvia,
mint tea, stuff like that.
You all know I am not one to suggest or
support dietary supplements coming from
a background of herbology, Traditional
Chinese Medicine and a bunch of voodoo
remedies… I do feel this may help out as
it is a prime natural mineral.
Let me know if any of you readers
have experience with this.

Krystal Frost
For questions and comments Cell: 322 116-9645,
Email: krystal.frost73@hotmail.com
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(Part 2 of 2)
Giselle Bellanger

Last week, I introduced the painful
and often taboo topic of sexual
abuse. I explained how common it is
to live with the secret for years well
into middle or late adulthood as well
as finding the courage to break the
silence and tell someone. I shared
some people’s stories of not being
believed and the pain and agony of
living with the horrible memories. I
explained many ways such trauma
manifests itself into adolescence and
adulthood including alcohol and drug
addiction, self-mutilation, eating
disorders (anorexia, bulimia, binge
eating and overeating and obesity), as
well as depression, which often goes
undiagnosed and/or untreated and
suicidal attempts.
I explained that with depression, the
person may not know why they feel the
way they do because their memories
of the abuse are completely blocked
or very vague and disconnected
pieces. On the other hand, they may
remember every detail of the abuse
but they’ve never connected it to their
subsequent depression or any of the
other problems that manifested.
One woman spent her entire adult life
getting extremely drunk a few times a
year and she suffered with depression
until a few years ago when she was
finally put on anti-depressants. For the
first time in her life, she admitted to
someone, her therapist, that she was
sexually abused by her older brother.
She remembers everything, but she
never knew that it had anything to
do with her other problems. It was
like a light went on… “you mean my
choice of men, my depression, and
my drinking is all related to that?! I
thought I had put that behind me!”
Another woman has attempted suicide
3 times starting at age 11, by her third
attempt at age 22, she was serious, and
was lucky to survive. She spent almost
2 months in the hospital and never

RN, LCSW

talked about the abuse nor did she think
it anything to do with her unhappiness
and wanting to end her life.
It can take a long time before treating
the underlying cause of the depression
becomes possible, because it depends
on the capacity to remember and fill in
the missing pieces.
Remembering/ Memories
Memories can come in bits and
pieces, and may be fragmented and
not in chronological order. You may
not know what age the abuse began
or when it stopped, you may only
remember the scent of the abuser
but not his face, or you remember
one abuser, ie: your brother, and
many years later remember that your
father or grandfather also abused
you. The memories or the details,
may be so suppressed that they come
back in adulthood related to certain
experiences that trigger an association
to something from their past. (The
Courage to Heal, Bass, Ellen & Davis,
Laura, Harper Perennial Publishers,
third edition (1994) Pg 79-83).
A partial memory: One man
remembers his older brother trying
to sodomize him when he was 13 and
described in detail how he stopped him
pinned him up against the wall and
almost choked him to death. He denied
any memory of any other incidents. It is
safe to assume this had been going on for
years and that all he remembers was the
last time; the time he was able to stop it;
the time he was empowered enough to
stop the victimization. He had all of the
symptoms in his childhood and as an
adult. One childhood example is that he
recalled bedwetting for years, up until
he was 12 or 13 (not a coincidence)
and his parents asking “why do you
do that?” and him feeling so angry and
frustrated answering “I don’t know,
don’t you think if I knew, I’d stop?!”
Memories can come back when she
(the victim) becomes sexually active

with her boyfriend or gets sober from
an addiction, or has something similar
happen recently which reminds her
of the abuse. It can also feel safe to
remember after one or both parents die
so that there is no more question about
whether to confront them or tell them
what happened. (pg. 83-84)
A “flashback” is a memory that is
so vivid that you feel “as though the
original experience is happening all
over again”. Flashbacks may include
the feelings you felt at the time or
there may be “emotional detachment”
as if you are watching a movie of it
happening to someone else. (Pg 79)
“Dissociation”
is
a
defense
mechanism in response to overwhelming
trauma, pain, terror, or violence. It
occurs “when our mind cannot endure
what we/our bodies are being forced
to endure, we separate or dissociate
ourselves from the experience”. Some
survivors describe “leaving their bodies”
or “watching it happen to me from above
my body”. Because they dissociated
during the abuse, they may remember the
experience in fragmented bits; sounds,
smells, or a visual image and may not
realize they were abused. (pg.81)
Media coverage of a sex offender
can trigger memories and make you
realize you too were a victim. (pg 84)
One man remembers vividly the day a
pediatrician was arrested for sexually
abusing many young boys. Although
he was in his 20’s at the time, it made
him wonder if he had also been abused
because that was his pediatrician too.
Although, he knows he received
legitimate medical procedures which
were very traumatic and terrifying,

he is unsure if he was abused. His
memories are somewhat sporadic and
fuzzy. He may never know for sure,
but either way the experiences were
traumatic and he is very emotionally
scarred from them.
NOTE: The case examples I used in
both of these articles were being told
by adults currently 40 years or older,
so their childhood years range from the
late 1940’s to the mid 1970’s. Society’s
attitude and understanding of abuse
was so limited back then, which greatly
impeded the likelihood of talking
about it, reporting it, or being believed.
There was little to no education in the
schools for the children or the teachers.
Survivors always say, “that wouldn’t
happen now”, realizing the impact of
the time period in which they grew up.
Thank goodness that today, so many
survivors have come forth and told
their stories and created an incredible
and horrifying awareness of the
problem. Now there is media coverage
and professionals like doctors and
nurses, teachers and school counselors,
who have been trained to be aware
of behavioral symptoms and are
obligated to report anything suspicious.
Investigations are conducted and
children are rescued and protected.

Giselle Belanger
RN, LCSW (psychotherapist) is available
for appointments in person, by phone,
or by skype webcam. Contact info:
ggbelangerpv@gmail.com Mex cell:
044 (322) 138-9552 or US cell: (312) 914-5203

Giselle Belanger
RN, LCSW (psychotherapist) is available
for appointments in person, by phone,
or by skype webcam. Contact info:
ggbelangerpv@gmail.com Mex cell:
044 (322) 138-9552 or US cell: (312) 914-5203
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Harriet Murray

In 2014, Anthony Bourdain wrote:
“Americans love Mexican food. We consume nachos, tacos, burritos,
tortas, enchiladas, tamales and anything resembling Mexican in enormous
quantities. We love Mexican beverages, happily knocking back huge
amounts of tequila, mezcal, and Mexican beer every year. We love Mexican
people - we sure employ a lot of them. Despite our ridiculously hypocritical
attitudes towards immigration, we demand that Mexicans cook a large
percentage of the food we eat, grow the ingredients we need to make that
food, clean our houses, mow our lawns, wash our dishes, and look after our
children. As any chef will tell you, our entire service economy - the restaurant
business as we know it - in most American cities, would collapse overnight
without Mexican workers. Some, of course, like to claim that Mexicans
are “stealing American jobs.” But in two decades as a chef and employer, I
never had ONE American kid walk in my door and apply for a dishwashing
job, a porter’s position - or even a job as a prep cook. Mexicans do much
of the work in this country that Americans, probably, simply won’t do.
We love Mexican drugs. Maybe not you personally, but “we”, as a nation,
certainly consume titanic amounts of them - and go to extraordinary lengths
and expense to acquire them. We love Mexican music, Mexican beaches,
Mexican architecture, interior design, Mexican films.
So, why don’t we love Mexico?
We throw up our hands and shrug at what happens and what is happening
just across the border. Maybe we are embarrassed. Mexico, after all, has
always been there for us, to service our darkest needs and desires. Whether
it’s dress up like fools and get passed-out drunk and sunburned on spring
break in Cancun, throw pesos at strippers in Tijuana, or get toasted on
Mexican drugs, we are seldom on our best behavior in Mexico.
They have seen many of us at our worst. They know our darkest desires.
In the service of our appetites, we spend billions and billions of dollars
each year on Mexican drugs - while at the same time spending billions and
billions more trying to prevent those drugs from reaching us.

The effect on our society is everywhere to be seen. Whether it’s kids
nodding off and overdosing in small town Vermont, gang violence in L.A.,
burned out neighborhoods in Detroit - it’s there to see. What we don’t
see, however, haven’t really noticed, and don’t seem to much care about,
is the 80,000 dead in Mexico, just in the past few years - mostly innocent
victims. Eighty thousand families who’ve been touched directly by the
so-called “War On Drugs”.
Mexico. Our brother from another mother. A country, with whom,
like it or not, we are inexorably, deeply involved, in a close but often
uncomfortable embrace. Look at it. It’s beautiful. It has some of the
most ravishingly beautiful beaches on earth. Mountains, desert, jungle.
Beautiful colonial architecture, a tragic, elegant, violent, ludicrous, heroic,
lamentable, heartbreaking history. Mexican wine country rivals Tuscany
for gorgeousness. Its archeological sites - the remnants of great empires,
unrivaled anywhere. And as much as we think we know and love it, we
have barely scratched the surface of what Mexican food really is. It is NOT
melted cheese over tortilla chips. It is not simple, or easy. It is not simply
“bro food” at halftime. It is in fact, old - older even than the great cuisines
of Europe, and often deeply complex, refined, subtle, and sophisticated.
A true mole sauce, for instance, can take DAYS to make, a balance of
freshly (always fresh) ingredients painstakingly prepared by hand. It could
be, should be, one of the most exciting cuisines on the planet, if we paid
attention. The old school cooks of Oaxaca make some of the more difficult
and nuanced sauces in gastronomy. And some of the new generation many of whom have trained in the kitchens of America and Europe - have
returned home to take Mexican food to new and thrilling heights.
It’s a country I feel particularly attached to and grateful for. In nearly 30
years of cooking professionally, just about every time I walked into a new
kitchen, it was a Mexican guy who looked after me, had my back, showed
me what was what, and was there - and on the case - when the cooks
like me, with backgrounds like mine, ran away to go skiing or surfing or
simply flaked. I have been fortunate to track where some of those cooks
come from, to go back home with them. To small towns populated mostly
by women - where in the evening, families gather at the town’s phone
kiosk, waiting for calls from their husbands, sons and brothers who have
left to work in our kitchens in the cities of the North. I have been fortunate
enough to see where that affinity for cooking comes from, to experience
moms and grandmothers preparing many delicious things, with pride and
real love, passing that food made by hand from their hands to mine.
In years of making television in Mexico, it’s one of the places we, as
a crew, are happiest when the day’s work is over. We’ll gather around
a street stall and order soft tacos with fresh, bright, delicious salsas,
drink cold Mexican beer, sip smoky mezcals, and listen with moist
eyes to sentimental songs from street musicians. We will look around
and remark, for the hundredth time, what an extraordinary place this is.
The received wisdom is that Mexico will never change. That is hopelessly
corrupt, from top to bottom. That it is useless to resist - to care, to hope
for a happier future. But there are heroes out there who refuse to go along.
On this episode of “Parts Unknown,” we meet a few of them. People who
are standing up against overwhelming odds, demanding accountability,
demanding change - at great, even horrifying personal cost.”

Harriet Murray

Can be contacted at harriet@casasandvillas.com www.casasandvillas.com
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Stan Gabruk
(Owner of Master Baiter's Sportfishing & Tackle)

Every year we go through this
“rerun” where we first get clashing
currents creating dirty water. Then
come the Red Tuna Crabs, Krill
Squid and Shrimp come in with the
new and changing currents. Next
comes the dirty water from the
currents “clashes”. We complain
for two or three weeks then things
start to improve. That is where we
are now, improvement as Hurricane
Season begins. All of this is normal
and we’re actually seeing our first
Hurricanes of the season rolling
past us, hundreds of miles out to
sea. When it comes to conditions,
it’s always a mixed bag, with a few
surprises. One surprise so far is the
fact we have Dorado moving into the
area. Yes, it’s early in the season for
Dorado. In fact, we haven’t seen any
real Dorado numbers like we’re used
to for more than three years now from my past experiences and paying
attention to things so I can write
about it. Last year we didn’t see any
real Dorado numbers until late Sept.
So we’re positive with these early
indicators, fishing is improving and
things will only continue improving
from this point on!
Water temperatures are hovering
at 84 degrees, the dirty water is
moving out and blue water is
becoming the norm. We’ve had
the seasonal rains start and we’re
starting to see the trash line return,
which the small Dorado in the bay
love. And this is just the beginning.
Looking to the deep water fishing
grounds of Corbeteña and El Banco,
things are beginning to happen. First
let me tell you that there is almost
no information about El Banco,
none. So using Corbeteña can be
an indicator of what’s happening in

the area, but it’s a flawed indicator
as the two are 25 miles apart. So,
Corbeteña this week has seen
Football Yellowfin Tuna at 40 lbs.
in good numbers. Jack Crevalle of
course at 40 lbs., Bonito to 25 lbs.,
Bullet Bonito are thick everywhere
and that’s a good thing. Now
remember: fish move, things can
change quickly, but for now it’s time
to give it a try. Sailfish, Blue Marlin
at 300-400 lbs. Cubera Snapper for
the jiggers and possible Dorado with
a little luck. With the warmer water,
Black Marlin are just a few days
away! Stripers are moving out, they
like cooler water, we’ll see them
again come late December. With
massive amounts of Skip Jack Tuna,
red Crabs and Flying fish, there are
plenty of reasons this could explode
at any minute.
The Marieta Islands are still
disappointing but they are showing
some signs of life in the area. With a
slight chance of small Dorado, Skip
Jack Tuna, Sierra Mackerel, the area
just doesn’t justify the fuel cost.
Over closer to El Moro just to the

south of the Marieta Islands, there
have been some Sailfish cruising the
area. If heading out to Corbeteña,
this would be a great place to
drop baits and cruise to The Rock.
Punta Mita is not really on fire, no
real reports of Dorado, Sailfish or
Rooster fish, for NOW. Things will
change rapidly, then we’ll put that
extra money you’ve been saving in
the tank, maybe a cigar or two?
Inside the bay, it’s still where the
action is. With the seasonal rains
as mentioned earlier we’re seeing
a few different trash lines around
the rivers! For those who don’t
remember what a “trash line” is,
it’s a band of “trash” that washes
into the bay. On the forward side
it’s like a line that will separate dirty
water from the rivers from clean
water it’s moving into. For the
most part, the dirty water is only a
few to four feet “thick”. Running a
planer with a small lure or Hoochies
will catch fish. They’ll be smaller
fish, so throw the babies back. This
band of trash is made of leaves,
twigs, seeds, all sort of “stuff” the
local fish communities love to eat.
It’s a big draw of smaller species,
which in turn, as the theory goes,
draws in larger fish. The trash line
is a good thing. In the bay there
are Jack Crevalle 40 to 50 lbs. and
they’re fairly abundant, but will
be moving out as they normally
like cooler water temperatures, in
general. Bonito have been small but
in massive amounts. Now we have
6-lb Skip Jack Tuna “Skippies”,
Bullet Bonito which are babies but
it’s a local favorite bait for Sails
and others. Sierra Mackerel are
a cold water species as well, we’ll
be sorry to see them leave. Sailfish
are -surprisingly enough- still in
the bay around Los Arcos as are
Dorado babies, they’re 10 lbs., so
take a pic, throw the babies back.
With massive amounts of Sardines,
I’m surprised for over a year now
that Rooster fish have been missing
in action. Maybe we’ll get lucky,
cross your fingers. There have also
been some Snapper for the dinner

table as well. So there is plenty of
action in the bay and six-hour trips
are worth their weight in gold. Oh,
one last thing, there have been some
Football Tuna off Yelapa to 30 lbs.,
so knock yourself out.
The bite is still happening early,
nice to get back to a morning bite
again. Be where you want to be
before 8:30 and you’ll be fine!
As mentioned earlier, the water
temperatures are now at 84 degrees.
Last week they were 86 so it’s a
fluid situation, but it’s all good.
As far as bait goes, not too much
has changed. With Flying fish,
Sardines, Red Crabs, Goggle eyes
and the list goes on... Plenty of bait,
plenty of “draw” for Marlin, Sails
and of course, Dorado. With some
luck this year, Tuna may be hanging
around The Rock and El Banco.
Let’s hope. High Season for fishing
is just around the corner, amigos,
stay positive, save those fuel dollars
and I’ll hopefully see you out there!
Until next week, don´t forget to
kiss Your Fish!
Web page: www.MasterBaiters.
com.mx Local Phone at: (044)
322 779-7571 Facebook: http://
w w w. f a c e b o o k . c o m / p a g e s /
Master-Baiters-SportfishingTackle/88817121325
The trade name Master Baiter’s ®
Sportfishing and Tackle is protected
under trade mark law and is the sole
property of Stan Gabruk.
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EMERGENCY
Phone Numbers
PUERTO VALLARTA & RIVIERA NAYARIT

Emergency Line: 911
178-8999 / Emergency: 911
178-8800 / Emergency: 222-1527

In Guadalajara: 01 333 268-2100
Emergency: 01 555 080-2000
Email: conagencypuertov@state.gov

17
Sunday Church Services

AEROTRON
226-8440
AIR CANADA 01 800 719-2827
AIR TRANSAT 01 800 900-1431
ALASKA
01 800 252-7522
AMERICAN 01 800 904-6000
CONTINENTAL
See United
DELTA
01 800 266-0046
FRONTIER 01 800 432-1359
INTERJET
01 800 011-2345
SUN COUNTRY 01 800 924-6184
UNITED
01 800 864-8331
US AIRWAYS 01 800 428-4322
AEROMEXICO 01 800 021-4000
SOUTHWEST 01 800 435 9792
WESTJET
01 800 514 7288
VOLARIS
01 551 102-8000
Solution to crossword on page 21

Solution to Sudoku on page 21

(See location number on Central Map)

Airline Directory

35

Animal lovers! These are the
Facebook pages of some PV
non-profits that love them too.
animalistas de puerto vallarta
22,600+ friends
PV AnimalAc
PV’s Animal Shelter
pv mexico adopt foster and
flight angels
assists the Animal Shelter
PuRR Project
1,000+ followers
www.purrproject.com
AngeliCat
8,300+ followers
Paraíso Felino
1,300+ followers
www.paraisofelino.com
Match Dog Com Puerto
Vallarta
2,000+ followers
MexPup
7,500+ followers
www.mexpup.com
Colina Spay and Neuter
Clinic
1,800+ followers
Peace Animals
8,300+ followers
www.peaceanimals.org
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PV… Then and Now.
I’m often asked “how long have
you been down here?” Well, as of this
month, my answer is 21 years… 21
(mostly wonderful) years here in our
paradise. The next question usually
is, “how have things changed?” Well,
the answer is… A LOT. So I thought
I’d highlight some of the major
changes I’ve experienced the past 21
years in our paradise - in technology
anyway.
When I moved down here in
1997, the internet was just starting
to take off up north and email was
starting to become a major form of
communication. Back then Hotmail
and Yahoo were the major E-mail
players. But how to access that email
down here?
There was no Wi-Fi around town
and just one cybercafé. Even getting a
phone line from Telmex was difficult
and expensive. When I first moved
here, the plan was to get a phone line
and internet … but only dial-up was
available. But lo and behold, when I
made my trip into Telmex to sign up, I
was told, “sorry, there are no available
phone lines on your street.” Eleven
months of waiting and $2,000. pesos

later, I finally got my first phone line
and my “prized dial-up internet”.
For those not so lucky at the time,
the only other option was a new
business model - the Cybercafé. The
Nethouse Cybercafé was the first in
Vallarta and was owned by a friend of
mine. I ended up working there for
over 5 years. It was a new concept
here, one that became very popular,
very quickly. Up north, Email was
already a common quick way of
keeping in contact. We used to have
to give out numbers like in a bakery,
for tourists and locals alike, waiting
to check their email.
The Nethouse started out with two
desktop computers, networked to a
Telmex dial-up connection. That
grew into 26 computers sharing the
same dial-up connection. Back then,
big downloads and online videos were
not an issue. There was no YouTube
or any online videos to speak of. It
was mainly email, so the shared dialup internet actually did work fairly
well… considering.
One quiet October morning in
2002, I received a call at the café from
Telmex, asking “did I want high-

speed internet?” I couldn’t believe
it... FINALLY! No fanfare or big
announcements, Telmex just quietly
calling existing dial-up internet
customers asking if they wanted to
join the “real world” and DSL.
Now today it may not seem like a
big step forward, but back then going
from 56k dial-up to 512k service
was a big deal. Today, of course, we
have internet speeds ranging from
5MB (5000k) to 50MB (50,000k)
as the standard from Telmex, while
upgraded packages from both Telmex
and IZZI can get you up to 100MB.
Back in 1997, the only other form
of communication was the phone
through Telmex. I remember vividly,
buying my phone Telmex cards for
100 pesos at the corner store and
calling my mom on the Telmex pay
phone on the street. I think it was 5 or
6 minutes for the 100 peso card back
then. I used to hate the small display
screen clicking down the seconds left
before the card would run out and the
call would be unceremoniously cut
off. I could envision my mother, just
shaking her head thinking, where has
he moved to!?!
Today we have a multitude of
choices to make phone calls over
the internet. From Vonage, Skype,
MagicJack and a host of others, we
can call over the world for pennies
a minute and in many cases for free.
Relatively “young” WhatsApp, which
is a free smartphone to smartphone
text messaging app, has already taken
the world by storm.
The free app for smartphones was
at 700 million users in January 2015
and now is over 1.5 BILLION as of
January 2018. They send over 65
BILLION text messages per day and
log over 160 million voice calls per
day. Facebook definitely made a good
purchase in buying WhatsApp back in
2014 for $19 Billion US. Facebook
has really improved WhatsApp since
the takeover and continually helped
in its evolution.
Starting later this summer, you’ll
be able to have group video chats
in WhatsApp. Unlike Microsoft’s
purchase of Skype for $8 Billion US

in 2011, Skype has stayed more or
less stagnant in its evolution while
user growth has been anemic. As with
its track history of most purchases of
“good things”, Microsoft seems to be
slowly running Skype into the ground.
Started in 2010 by two former
Yahoo employees, WhatsApp has
tapped into the huge smartphone user
market, making text message charges
from cellular companies almost a
thing of the past. Having added
free voice calls between WhatsApp
users as well a few years ago, it helps
consumers keep excess cellular call
charges down, much to the dismay of
cellular companies everywhere.
Sorry, big telecommunication
monopoly - we, the consumers, won
this one! With the ever evolving
internet and the ease of things your
can do on it, for just paying your
relatively small monthly internet fee,
I see the consumer getting more and
more value from it.
So over the years, Vallarta has
finally begun to get caught up in
some regards to technology, with the
rest of the world. Today down here,
we enjoy streaming Netflix and even
LiveTV now. So sorry, IZZI… I cut
the cord with you, about 2 years ago,
after 18 years of mediocre service for
English language live TV.
Good or bad, Puerto Vallarta is now
a part of the ever shrinking world we
live and work in. What will the next
10 and 20 years hold…? Should be
interesting…
That’s all my time for now. If
you’d like to download this article
or previous ones, you can do so at
www.RonnieBravo.com and click
on “articles”. See you again next
week... until then, remember: only
safe Internet!

Ronnie Bravo
can be found at CANMEX Computers.
www.RonnieBravo.com Sales, Repairs,
Data Recovery, Networking, Wi-Fi, hardware
upgrades, Graphic Design, House-calls
available. Cellular 044-322-157-0688
or just email to Canmex@Gmail.com
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Tommy Clarkson

Also known as: Ghost Flower
or Mother of Pearl Plant
(After delving deeply into, and
- all but rabidly - rooting through
my little library of botanical books,
I thought I’d finally identified this
attractive succulent as a member of
the Crassulaceae family (the Jade
Plant clan) and was wondering if it
was in the echeverias genus (which
I learned later, looks very much like
these). My pal, Dr. Mark Olsen
of the Institute of Biology at the
University of Mexico, cautioned
me saying that “This family is
fiendishly complicated in Mexico“.
So warned, I searched further,
zeroing in on my target plant
suspecting, with more than a

You may choose to allow it to become “leggy” so that its twisting
stems can climb out of the pot and cascade down and around

An attractive rosette, comprised of overlapping,
rounded triangles tips each stem.
periods without water, scoffing
at mere damaged stems, handling
temperatures below freezing and
they even ignore name-calling and
bullying! (An answer to the former
is that their thick leaves hold excess

moisture in order to withstand
protracted periods without rain. As
to the latter, it has a very strong
spirit and confidence, no self-doubt
whatsoever and a good positive
Continued on next page...

(See location number on Central Map)

Graptopetalum paraguayense
Family: Crassulaceae

modicum of assuredness, that it
might be a Pinwheel Aeonium,
(Aeonium haworthii). Well, while
not a bull’s eye, direct botanical
identification hit, in Army parlance,
I was hand grenade close. I only
missed the specific species name
and its genus… (well, let’s make
that 155 mm artillery round close!)
Graptopetalums, as a genus,
are chameleonesque. If grown in
partial shade they are whitish-blue.
However, if their home is under a
full, hot sun, they tend to take on a
pinkish-gray to yellow coloration.
This species may have derived its
name from that grayish white pallor
its pudgy, opalescent leaves can
sport. In actuality, this is caused
by a powdery coating - called
pruinose – that covers its leaves.
This is what provides much of the
“ghostly” appearance.
But don’t let their name fool you.
Ghost Plants are survivors. They’re
hardy, easy to grow, capable of
sustaining themselves for protracted

4
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image of itself!) By the way, don’t
let their Latin name misdirect your
botanical origin thoughts - they’re
native to Mexico, not Paraguay.
While most all of them will grow
to be one foot (30.48 cm) tall and
around two to three feet (60.96 91.44 cm) wide, each is very proud
of its own, personal, self-identity
and enjoys opportunities to be
unique. Because of differences
in sun exposure, quality of soil
and amount of water, it is not
uncommon for Graptopetalums
specimens to look like entirely
different plant species - even when
growing but a few feet from each
other.
Attractive four-inch (10.16 cm)
rosettes grow at the tips of their
ever-lengthening stems. With time,
these will become pendant. (Aha!
A good cascading candidate for a
hanging pot!) But keep in mind
that their old leaves wither and fall
off with new growth only coming
from the center of each rosette. This
can lead to a somewhat awkward
appearance, denuded long stem
with an attractive rosette, comprised
of overlapping, rounded triangles at
the end. Hey, worry not, you can
simply clip it off or, as branches of
virtually all Graptopetalums detach
readily, simply snap one off and
start a new specimen elsewhere! In
line with that, leaves and cuttings
also root effortlessly. (This all is
called vegetative reproduction, by
the way.).

They’re hardy, easy to grow, capable of sustaining themselves for protracted periods without water.
Some gardeners like to keep their
ghost plant trimmed in order to
maintain a fuller shape. But, for the
sake of attaining a different - though
intriguingly attractive – look, I might
suggest that you allow it to become
“leggy” so that its twisting stems
climb out of the pot and cascade
down and around. And don’t think
that these interesting plants are not
without their flora. Around spring,
you may look forward to dainty
sprays of star-shaped white to
yellow flowers. (I’ve also read in
some commercial, botanical venues
of pink or red flowers, but have not
seen such.)
In the right garden setting,

Graptopetalums can be effectively
employed as groundcover. But
like all their not so touchy-feely,
succulent relations, they - similar to
the early colonists - actively assert,
“Don’t tread on me!”
As to where they prefer to plant
their roots, the soil should be sandy
and dry with a medium amount of
moisture. They are wonderful in
rock, succulent or Mediterranean
gardens but, while disease free,
watch for mealy bugs, vine weevils
and aphids.
I have seen nurseries describe
the Ghost Plant as a “tender, soft
succulent.” Ya’ know, there are a
lot worse things to be said of one!

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_
Review-g150791-d5984161-Reviews-Ola_
Brisa_Gardens-Manzanillo_Pacific_Coast.html

Tommy Clarkson
In Manzanillo, visit Ola Brisa Gardens,
Tommy and Patty’s verdant, multi-terraced
tropical paradise nestled on a hill overlooking
the magnificent vista of Santiago Bay.
Leisurely meander its curved, paved path,
experiencing, first hand, a delicious array
of palms, plants and flowers from all over
the world. Or e-mail questions to him at
olabrisa@gmail.com For back issues of
“Roots”, gardening tips, tropical plant book or
to schedule a tropical garden lunch, please
visit www.olabrisagardens.com

https://www.facebook.com/
olabrisagardens?ref=hl
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35. Turkey's locale
37. Celestial altar
Across

1

1. Maître d's offering

14

2

5. Name on planes, once

17

10. Storyline

19

14. Drug dealer's customer

22

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

15

10

11

12

13

1. They're required

16

2. Bar, legally

18
20

21

23

15. TV antenna of old

24

29

Down

30

25

26

27

31

28

32

38. Reporter Brenda of the
comics
40. Magma, after surfacing

3. Not o'er

41. Rural village in South
Africa

4. Large coffee container

46. Nimble

5. Composition's original form

48. Most up to the task

6. Spahn teammate Johnny

50. Marchers' camp

17. Lee of Marvel Comics

33

18. Hirsute Himalayan beast

39

40

41

7. Monk's superior

51. Les ___-Unis

19. Rug rat

42

43

44

8. "Can ___ dreaming?"

53. Hard on the ears

20. Vintner's preﬁx

45

9. Slower, in mus.

54. Muscat native

21. RR stop

49

10. Tetra- plus one

55. Fusilli or rotini

11. Secure oneself in port

58. "Ah so!"

12. "… man ___ mouse?"

60. TV regulatory grp.

13. Sound of rebuke

61. Marker letters

16. Have a sample of

62. Old hand

20. Tatum of "Paper Moon"
23. Former Nascar driver Ernie
25. Filberts
26. Wiesel who wrote "Night"
27. Dirt

63. ___ Solo of "Star
Wars"

34

60

29. Neural network
31. Stein contents

67

33. Exotic jelly ﬂavor
36. "The Soup ___"
(classic "Seinfeld" episode)
38. ___ Tzu (toy dog)
39. Appropriate comment
for this puzzle
42. Jockey strap
43. Asia's ___ Sea

37

50

61

51
57
62

57. Cash holder

48
52

53

58

63

54

55

59
64
66

68

44. Pinker in the middle
45. La-la lead-in
46. An ex of Frank
47. Coal-rich German region
49. Mets contest at Shea, e.g.
52. Go from pub to pub
56. "Lord, is ___?"

38

47

56

65

32. PC monitor part

36

46

22. Tourist attraction near Giza
24. Pacino danced it in
"Scent of a Woman"

35

69

59. G.P. grp.
60. Project's conclusion
64. Bikini parts
65. Is compliant
66. "___ it a pity?"
67. Smoke or salt, maybe
68. Day one
69. ___ Pet

Sudoku is a logic-based placement puzzle.
The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each
row, column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box).
Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.
It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they
might improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental
decline and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.
Solution to Sudoku on Page 17

28. Catchall category
30. Memory trace
33. Waist size
34. In ___ (not yet born)

64. Inexpensive pen

Solution to Crossword
on Page 17

